“Disappearing Four Patch”
Greater Atlanta Quilt Shop Hop 2014 - 15th Anniversary Celebration
Materials:
2 yds. “Georgia” Multicolored Batik (darks)
1/3 yd of six solids - Or use our celebration cake –
you’ll need 24 light squares
½ yd. binding
3½ yds. Backing
Twin size batting
Cut 10” squares from Georgia Batik fabrics (darks).
Cut 10” squares from solids or use ‘Celebration cakes’ 10” squares.
Sew two matching solids and two matching Batiks into a Four Patch.
Press seams open. Fig. 1.
Cut 3” from the center in all four directions. Fig. 2. Dotted lines are
the cutting lines. Be careful not to move pieces as you cut.
Fig. 3 shows sections after cutting.
Rearrange the center cut sections; swap the top section with the
bottom section and the right section with the left section. Fig. 4.
Sew the sections together for the finished block.
Finished block is Fig. 5. Makes an 18½” block, finishes 18” in the quilt.
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Arrange blocks three across and four down. Layer with batting and quilt.
Cut binding strips 2½” wide and join together to measure 260”. This
will bind either quilt.
Add borders or make more blocks for a larger quilt. You will need
more binding if you choose to make quilt larger.

Disappearing Four Patch with 5” Charms
You’ll need a Celebration Cake with 15 light and 15 dark 10” squares.
This makes an 8½” block and finishes 8” in the quilt.
Use 5” charm packs or cut your 10” squares into 5” squares; proceed
with the previous directions with the following exceptions Join the 5” squares using two lights and two darks into a
Four Patch unit. Cut 1½” instead of the 3” from the center in
all directions. Follow the remaining directions to make the block.
Quilt on the right was made from the 8” blocks with a 1½” Inner
Border and a 5½” Outer Border. Layer with batting, quilt, and bind.
Visit our website
www.littlequilts.com and
click on Free Patterns for
full color picture.
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